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Scalar absorption by spinning D3-branes
George Siopsis*
Department of Physics and Astronomy, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-1200
~Received 13 September 1999; published 27 December 1999!
We discuss absorption of scalars by a distribution of spinning D3-branes. The D3-branes are multi-center
solutions of supergravity theory. We solve the wave equation in various cases of supergravity backgrounds in
which the equation becomes separable. We show that the absorption coefficients exhibit a universal behavior
as functions of the angular momentum quantum number and the Hawking temperature. This behavior is similar
to the form of the gray-body factors one encounters in scattering by black holes. Our discussion includes the
problematic case of spherically symmetric distributions of D-branes, where resonances arise. We obtain the
same universal form for the absorption coefficients, if the region enclosed by the D-branes is excluded from
physical considerations. Non-extremal D-branes are also discussed. The results are similar to the extremal
cases, albeit at half the Hawking temperature. We speculate that new degrees of freedom enter as one moves
away from extremality.
PACS number~s!: 04.65.1e, 04.50.1h, 04.62.1v, 04.70.Dy
I. INTRODUCTION
There exists ample evidence of an exact correspondence
@1–3# between N54 four-dimensional supersymmetric
SU(N) Yang-Mills theory in the large-N limit and string
theory in a supergravity background representing a collection
of D3-branes whose near-horizon geometry is the product of
an anti–de Sitter space and a five-dimensional sphere
(AdS53S
5) @1–3#. This correspondence enables us to calcu-
late correlation functions as well as various thermodynamic
properties of super Yang-Mills theories in the large-N limit
using results from supergravity@4–7#. Exact results are ob-
tained primarily due to the superconformal invariance of su-
per Yang-Mills theory.
















and the dilaton field is constant. Near the horizon
(uyu→0), one may drop the constant term in the harmonic
function H and the resulting metric describes the space
AdS53S
5. The AdS5 throat sizeR is also the curvature of
S5. We obtain exact superconformal invariance on the
boundary of the AdS space.
This is a special solution of the supergravity field equa-
tions. It has zero temperature and is maximally supersym-
metric. If our goal is to understand quantum gravity, we need
to study a larger set of backgrounds that possess less sym-
metry and contain the special case~1! with H given by Eq.
~2! as a limit point. Such studies have already appeared in
the literature, starting with linearized perturbations around
the special solution@8# and including solutions of the full
non-linear field equations@9,10#. Of particular importance
are solutions that represent a collection of branes~multi-
center!. In this case, the harmonic function becomes
H511R4E d6y8 s~y8!
uy2y8u4
, E d6y8s~y8!51 ~3!
wheres(y) describes the distribution of branes, which can
be discrete or continuous. These D-branes correspond to a
broken phase of the super Yang-Mills theory where certain
operators develop non-vanishing vacuum expectation values.
This is the Coulomb branch of the gauge theory, because the
remaining massless bosons mediate long-range Coulomb in-
teractions. Superconformal symmetry is broken. The space
of these solutions is the moduli space of the Yang-Mills
theory. In this language, the special solution~1! with H given
by Eq. ~2! corresponds to the origin of moduli space.
From the supergravity point of view, even Eq.~1! with H
given by Eq.~3! is but a special class of solutions~extreme
solutions!. A larger class of non-extreme solutions has been
found @10–12#. It might be of interest to study this larger
class of solutions, even though one expects that they corre-
spond to unstable states in the Hilbert space of the gauge
theory. They are all finite temperature configurations and
they might shed some light on the thermodynamic properties
of gauge theories, such as phase transitions@13#.
A useful tool in these investigations is the study of inter-
actions of branes with external probes@14–17#. In particular,
the absorption cross section for a scalar in an AdS back-
ground has been shown to agree with the one obtained from
superconformal field theory. This agreement has been shown
to be exact in the low energy~for the scalar! limit and for all
partial waves of the scalar field@14#. Extensions to higher
energies have also been considered@16#. In the more general
case of non-coincident D-branes, such calculations are con-
siderably more involved, because the wave equation be-*Email address: gsiopsis@utk.edu
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comes non-separable. Certain distributions of D-branes have
been discussed for the scattering ofs-waves.
It should also be mentioned that the case of a spherically
symmetric distribution of D-branes has presented a puzzle
@19#. In this case, the incident scalar field exhibits resonant
behavior at certain values of its energy. These special fre-
quencies extend all the way to infinity and are multiples of
l /R2, wherel is the size of the distribution of the D-branes.
Thus, they all go to zero as we approach the AdS limit (l
→0), but it is not clear how that limit is to be described.
These resonances arise if one allows for reflection of the
incident wave off of the D-branes without accounting for
absorption.
Here, we extend the study of absorption of scalars by a
distribution of D3-branes to include a larger set of supergrav-
ity backgrounds than previously considered and arbitrary
partial waves. We solve the wave equation in the respective
backgrounds for various D-brane distributions in the ex-
tremal limit. We also extend the analysis to the case of a
non-extremal D3-brane. In general, the waves become singu-
lar at the positions of the D-branes. We find that the absorp-
tion coefficients exhibit a universal behavior similar to the
form of the gray-body factors in the case of black-hole scat-
tering @18#.
Our calculations include the troublesome spherically sym-
metric D3-brane distribution where resonances arise for an
infinite number of frequencies of the incident wave@19#. It is
easy to understand the origin of these resonances. If the
D-branes cover a closed surface in the transverse space~with
coordinatesy1 , . . . ,y6), then the possibility arises of mul-
tiple reflections of the incident wave off of the D-branes. We
demonstrate this for a spherical shell of D-branes as well as
a long needle~cylindrical symmetry!. The waves are no
longer singular on the D-brane surfaces. Then it is natural to
ask what type of discontinuity the D-branes should impose
on the incident wave function. This question will probably
be settled by a conformal field theoretical calculation. Here
we show that if reflection is forbidden, the absorption coef-
ficients exhibit the same behavior as in the ‘‘healthier’’
cases, where no resonances arise~i.e., when the D-branes are
distributed over an open surface in the transverse space!.
There is no reflection if the region enclosed by the D-brane
distribution is excluded from physical considerations. Thus,
it appears that the Schwarzschild-like coordinates one works
with in supergravity are more physically relevant than the
yi ( i 51, . . . ,6) coordinates of the transverse space in Eq.
~1!.
Our discussion is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
introduce the metric for a collection of spinning D3-branes in
the extremal limit and solve the wave equation in the respec-
tive backgrounds. In Sec. III, we extend the analysis to the
case of a non-extremal D3-brane. The results are similar to
the extremal cases, albeit athalf the Hawking temperature.
Our conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.
II. EXTREMAL D3-BRANES
In this section, we solve the wave equation for a scalar
field in a supergravity background representing a distribution
of D3-branes in the extremal limit. For completeness, we
start with the metric for non-extremal spinning D3-branes
and then take the extremal limit. In this limit, the branes are
no longer spinning, but they settle to a state which is distinct
from the AdS limit. These new vacua are stable due to the
existence of a chemical potential. They are distinguished by
quantum numbers that correspond to the angular momentum
in the non-extremal regime@10#.
The metric for a general distribution of spinning D3-























AH~ l 1sin2udf11 l 2cos2u sin2cdf21 l 3cos2u cos2cdf3!2
1AHr 2F S 11 l 12r 2D sin2udf121S 11 l 2
2
r 2D cos2u sin2cdf221S 11 l 3
2
r 2D cos2u cos2cdf32G ~4!
where
1We have fixed various typographical errors in Refs.@10–12#.
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The horizon is the root ofl2r 0
4/r 450. The parametersl i ( i 51,2,3) are the angular momentum quantum numbers repre-
senting rotation around axes in three distinct planes, respectively, in the six-dimensional transverse space.
In the extremal limit, the horizon shrinks to zero (r 0→0) and alsog→`, so that the chargeR4 remains finite. The angular
momenta also vanish and we obtain a static configuration. These configurations are still described by the three angular










1AHr 2S zdu21z8cos2udc22 l 222 l 322r 2 sin~2u!sin~2c!dudc D
1AHr 2F S 11 l 12r 2D sin2udf121S 11 l 2
2
r 2D cos2u sin2cdf221S 11 l 3
2






and the other functions,f ,l,z,z8 are still given by Eq.~7!. It
can be shown that this metric is equivalent to the multi-
center form~1! with H given by Eq.~3! through the follow-
ing transformation@10,20#:
y15Ar 21 l 12sinu cosf1
y25Ar 21 l 12sinu sinf1
y35Ar 21 l 22cosu sinc cosf2
~11!
y45Ar 21 l 22cosu sinc sinf2
y55Ar 21 l 32cosu cosc cosf3
y65Ar 21 l 32cosu cosc sinf3 .
The wave equation in a general background is complicated.
We will therefore restrict attention to the special casel 2
5 l 3 ~‘‘cylindrical’’ symmetry!. We do not expect our con-
clusions to change in the more general case, although it




















S 11 l 22r 2D zr 4











Notice that the various functions,H,l,z, comprising the
metric tensor, are functions ofr ,u only. The ten-dimensional
wave equation for a scalar field,
]AA2ggAB]BF50 ~14!
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becomes separable for fields that are independent of the an-




F~xm;r ,u!5eik•xC~r ,u! ~15!
after some algebra, we obtain
1










We will solve this equation in the limit where the mass is
small compared with the AdS curvature, and the angular mo-
menta are also small:
mR!1, l i&mR
2 ~ i 51,2!. ~17!
In this limit, the terms proportional to the angular momen-
tum components,l i ( i 51,2), can be dropped. Indeed, their
contribution ism2l i
2!m2R2!1. Therefore, they are small
compared to the angular momentum (L̂2 term! contribution.
The wave equation becomes
1





r 2S 11 l 22r 2D
C2L̂2C
50. ~18!
The eigenvalues ofL̂2 are j ( j 14). Therefore, the radial part
of the wave equation is
1
r 3S 11 l 22r 2D
~lr 5C8!81m2r 2C1
m2R4
r 2S 11 l 22r 2D
C2 j ~ j 14!C
50. ~19!
We will solve this equation in two regimes,r @mR2 and r
!1/m, and then match the respective expressions asymptoti-
cally.
For r @mR2, we obtain
1
r 3






where we dropped the solution which is not regular at small
r. The normalization is arbitrary, since we only care about
ratios of fluxes. At smallr, the solution behaves as
C;
m2
4~ j 12!! S mr2 D
j
. ~22!
In the regime of smallr (mr!1), the wave equation be-
comes
1
r 3S 11 l 22r 2D
~lr 5C8!81
m2R4
r 2S 11 l 22r 2D
C2 j ~ j 14!C50.
~23!
To solve this equation, we distinguish between three cases,
in which one, two or three components of the angular mo-
mentum are non-vanishing, respectively.
A. One-component angular momentum
The simplest case is the one wherel 25 l 350. The
D-branes are a limiting configuration of non-extremal branes
spinning around an axis in the plane defined by the coordi-
natesy1 ,y2 in the transverse space@cf. Eq. ~11!#. They are
uniformly distributed on a disk of radiusl 1 in this plane
@9,10#. To see this, note that the harmonic functionH @Eq.






~r 21 l 1
2cos2u!r 2
. ~24!
The D-branes are in the region bounded by ther 50 surface,
which is a disk of radiusl 1 in the planey35•••5y650
















asr→0. The density of D-branes is therefore independent of
yuu ands51/p l 1
2, i.e., the D-branes are uniformly distributed
on a disk of radiusl 1 in the yuu50 plane.






C2 j ~ j 14!C50 ~27!
wherel511 l 1
















Next, we need to control the behavior at the singular points











j ~ j 14!
4
uC50. ~29!



























where TH5 l 1 /2pR
















AssumingC;(12u)b, we obtainb5( j 14)/2. Now set












whose solution is the hypergeometric function
f ~u!5F„~ j 13!/21 ik,~ j 13!/21 ik;112ik;u…. ~34!
To obtain the behavior ofC for large r, note that
F„~ j 13!/21 ik,~ j 13!/21 ik;112ik;u…
5
G~112ik!G~ j 12!




where the dots represent terms that are regular in 12u.
Therefore, using Eqs.~32!, ~34! and ~35!, we arrive at
C'A
G~112ik!G~ j 12!




Comparing with the asymptotic form~22!, we obtain
A5




2 j 12~ j 11!! ~ j 12!!
. ~37!
In the smallr limit, we haveu'r 2/ l 1




The absorption coefficient, which is the ratio of the incoming







uG„~ j 13!/21 ik…u4
uG~112ik!u2
m2 j 14l 1
2 j 14
4 j 12„~ j 11!! ~ j 12!! …2
.
~39!
This is of the same form as the gray-body factors obtained in
black-hole scattering@18# for large j. Indeed, comparing
P;uG„~ j 13!/21 ik…u45UGS j 132 1 i m4pTHD U
4
~40!
with the general form of a gray-body factor@18#,
Pb.h.;UGS j 122 1 i m4pTLD U
2UGS j 122 1 i m4pTRD U
2
~41!
we see that we get contributions from both left- and right-
moving modes at temperaturesTL5TR5TH .
Equation ~39! also reproduces results derived earlier in
the AdS~zero temperature! limit. Indeed, in the small tem-
perature limit, we havek→` and
A'Ap
i j 12R2 j 14m2 j 14
4 j 121 ik/2l 1










Since also uG( 12 1 ik)u25p/cosh(pk) and uG(11 ik)u2
5pk/sinh(pk), we obtain
uAu2'
pR4 j 18m4 j 18
42 j 14k l 1
4
„~ j 11!! ~ j 12!! …2
~44!
and so the absorption coefficient~39! becomes
P54pk l 14uAu2'
p2R4 j 18m4 j 18
42 j 13„~ j 11!! ~ j 12!! …2
~45!
in agreement with earlier results@14#.
B. Two-component angular momentum
Next, we turn to the case where two angular momentum
quantum numbers are non-vanishing. Letl 150, l 25 l 3. Then
the harmonic functionH @Eq. ~13!# becomes
H511
R4
S 11 l 22r 2D zr 4
511
R4
~r 21 l 2
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The branes lie in the 4-sphere bounded by the surfacer
50, i.e., they lie inside a sphere of radiusl 2 in the y15y2







25~r 21 l 2
2!cos2u.
~47!






and so the density of D-branes is proportional tor 2→0. It
follows that there can be no D-branes in the interior of the
four-sphere, therefore, the D-branes are distributed on the
surface of the four-sphere of radiusl 2 defined byr 50. This
distribution is uniform by symmetry, and the density iss
51/2p2l 2
3.






C2 j ~ j 14!C50 ~49!
wherel5(11 l 2













j ~ j 14!
4~12u!
C50. ~50!




































C5A~12u! j /212uik f ~u! ~54!
the wave equation~50! becomes
u~12u! f 91„112ik2~ j 1412ik!u…f 8
2~ j /2111 ik!~ j /2121 ik! f 50 ~55!
whose solution is the hypergeometric function
f ~u!5F~ j /2111 ik, j /2121 ik;112ik;u!. ~56!
In the larger limit, we have 12u' l 2
2/r 2,
f ~ l 2
2/r 2!'S l 2r D
22 j 24 G~112ik!G~ j 12!









Comparing with the asymptotic form~22!, we obtain
A5




2 j 12~ j 11!! ~ j 12!!
.
~59!





The absorption coefficient is@cf. Eq. ~39!#
P54pk l 24uAu2
54pk
uG~ j /2111 ik!G~ j /2121 ik!u2
uG~112ik!u2
3
m2 j 14l 2
2 j 14
4 j 12„~ j 11!! ~ j 12!! …2
~61!
in agreement with the one-component case@Eq. ~39!# and
with the same small-temperature (k→`) limit as before@Eq.
~45!#.
C. Three-component angular momentum
Next, we consider the case where all three angular mo-
mentum quantum numbers are non-vanishing. This case is
problematic, because of the emergence of an infinite number
of resonances. These problems arise because ther→0 sur-
face encloses a region of finite volume in the transverse
space spanned by theyi ( i 51, . . . ,6) coordinates@10#. In
the cases previously considered, when at most two angular
momentum quantum numbers were non-vanishing, ther
→0 surface enclosed a region of zero measure in the trans-
verse space. When this region has finite volume, the possi-
bility arises of the wave bouncing off of the branes~which
are distributed on ther 50 surface! an infinite number of
times, hence the resonant behavior@19#. We shall discuss
two cases:~a! the spherically symmetric case (l 15 l 25 l 3),
and ~b! the ‘‘long needle’’ case (l 25 l 3! l 1). We will com-
pute the absorption coefficients in both cases and show that
they are in agreement with our previous results. It should be
emphasized that this agreement is obtained when one per-
forms the calculations in the Schwarzschild-like coordinates
~4!. The yi ( i 51, . . . ,6) coordinates span a larger space
which includes a region of finite volume surrounded by
D-branes. It appears that this region, which is disconnected
GEORGE SIOPSIS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 024029
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from the region spanned by the Schwarzschild-like coordi-
nates~4!, should be excluded from physical considerations.
First, let us consider the spherically symmetric case,l 1






C2 j ~ j 14!C50 ~62!
where
l5S 11 l 12r 2D
3
. ~63!
Switching variables toy5rl1/65Al 121r 2 @note thaty25y12
1•••1y6
2, due to Eq.~11!#, we obtain
1
y3






(1) S R2my D . ~65!
We discarded the other solution,H j 12
(2) , because we require
an incoming wave asr→0 ~indeed,H j 12(1) ;y23/2eiR
2m/y for
small y). In the larger limit, we havey'r and so
C'2 iA
2 j 12~ j 11!!
R2 j 14mj 12
r j . ~66!
Comparing with the asymptotic form~22!, we obtain
A5 i
m2 j 14R2 j 14
4 j 12~ j 11!! ~ j 12!!
. ~67!










m4 j 18R4 j 18
42 j 14„~ j 11!! ~ j 12!! …2
I~H j 12
(1)* H j 12
(1)8!
~68!
where the Bessel functions are evaluated at 2k5R2m/ l 1
~i.e., aty5 l 1). To compare with previous results, use
H j 12
(1) ~2k!5
~2 i ! j 15/2
Apk
e2ikS 11 i4k~ j 15/2!~ j 13/2!1••• D .
~69!
















G~ j /217/42 ik!G~ j /219/42 ik!
G~122ik!
1•••. ~71!
Therefore, the absorption coefficient can be written as
P5 4pk
„~ j 11!! ~ j 12!! …2
3
uG~ j /215/41 ik!G~ j /217/41 ik!u2
uG~112ik!u2 S ml12 D
2 j 14
~72!
in agreement with previous results@Eqs.~39! and ~61!#.
Complications arise when one continues into they, l 1
region. To do that, we need to assume a certain, spherically
symmetric, distribution of D-branes. Assuming the spacey
, l 1 is empty, we obtain the wave equation
1
y3





Jj 12S R2ml 12 yD ~74!
where we discarded the solution which is singular asy→0.
Also, we may now have an outgoing wave in they. l 1











m2 j 14R2 j 14
4 j 12~ j 11!! ~ j 12!!
. ~76!
Demanding continuity aty5 l 1, we can obtain all coeffi-
cients, A,B,A8. The system exhibits a resonant behavior
when either the wave function or its derivative vanishes on
the D-brane ~at y5 l 1). In this case, we have either
Jj 12(R
2m/ l 1)50 or Jj 128 (R
2m/ l 1)50, both of which have
an infinite number of solutions,mn5xnl 1 /R
2, or mn
5xn8l 1 /R
2, whereJj 12(xn)5Jj 128 (xn8)50.
In hopes of shedding some light on this singular behavior,
one may study the case where two of the components of the
angular momentum are small, i.e., let us assume
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l 25 l 3! l 1&R
2m. ~77!
This is a small departure from the one-component case con-
sidered above and one may hope to recover that solution in
the limit l 2→0. Contrary to expectations, we find that the
resonances persist in thel 2→0 limit. Thus, even switching
on small components leads to a significant departure from
the one-component case. It appears that the region spanned
by the Schwarzschild-like coordinates is more physically rel-
evant than the entire transverse space spanned by the coor-
dinatesyi ( i 51, . . . ,6).
We will solve the wave equation by considering two re-
gimes,r @ l 2 and r ! l 1&R
2m. Whenr @ l 2, we can write
1
r 3S S 11 l 1
2
r 2D r 5C8D 81 R4m2r 2 C2 j ~ j 14!C50 ~78!
which is identical to the one-component angular momentum
case. Therefore, the solution is
C5Au21/21 ik~12u! j /212
3F~ j /2111 ik, j /2111 ik;112ik;u! ~79!
where u51/(11 l 1
2/r 2), A is given by Eq.~37!, and k is





In the regimer ! l 1&R
2m, we can write the wave equation
as
1
r 3S 11 l 22r 2D







r 2S 11 l 22r 2D
C2 j ~ j 14!C50. ~81!
















I 2ikSAj ~ j 14!l 2l 1 yD . ~83!
For sufficiently smallj, the argument of the Bessel function
is small, so we can approximate
C'Cy2112ik. ~84!




Matching the two asymptotic forms, we obtainC
5A( l 2 / l 1)
2112ik, and
C5AS l 221r 2l 12 D
21/21 ik
. ~86!
The absorption coefficient is found to be
P54pk l 14uAu2
54pk
uG„~ j 13!/21 ik…u4
uG~112ik!u2
m2 j 14l 1
2 j 14
4 j 12„~ j 11!! ~ j 12!! …2
~87!
in agreement with the one-component case@Eq. ~39!#.
Again, complications arise when one considers the region
y,1. To illustrate the effect, we shall only consider the case
of an s-wave, j 50. In this case, Eq.~82! is the wave equa-
tion in cylindrical coordinates. For higherj, we need to ex-
press the wave functions in terms of cylindrical harmonics
instead of spherical harmonics, and calculations become in-


















sinS R2ml 1 yD . ~90!
This exhibits resonant behavior when the wave function van-






Notice that in the limitl 2→0, these resonances persist and it
is not clear how one may recover the one-component solu-
tion discussed above. However, if one excludes the cylindri-
cal regiony,1 enclosed by the D-branes from physical con-
siderations, then one obtains the same type of absorption
coefficients as in the rest of the cases~with one or two non-
vanishing angular momentum quantum numbers! and no
resonances arise.
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III. A NON-EXTREMAL D3-BRANE
When we try to go away from extremality, the wave equa-
tion becomes very complicated, because the metric develops
off-diagonal elements. Still, we would like to study the more
general background of non-extremal branes and study their
limit as the horizon shrinks to zero. Here we discuss the
simplest case of all angular momentum quantum numbers
























The radial part of the wave equation,
]AA2ggAB]BF50 ~94!
for fields that are independent of the angular variablesc,
f i ( i 51,2,3) andxW ,
F5eivtC~r !Yj~u! ~95!
can be written as
1
r 3S S 12 r 0
4
r 4D r 5C8D 81 r 2v2~12r 04/r 4! HC2 j ~ j 14!C50.
~96!
We will solve this equation for wavelengths~horizons! of
size much larger~smaller! than the AdS scale,
r 0!R!1/v. ~97!
We will also assumer 0&R
2v ~so that we can take the limit
of the frequency being large compared to the temperature!.
Away from the horizon,r @R2v, we can replaceH by 1









Jj 12~vr !. ~99!
Next, we consider the region near the horizon,r !R. In this
case,H'R4/r 4, and so
1
r 3S S 12 r 0
4
r 4D r 5C8D 81 R4v2r 2~12r 04/r 4! C2 j ~ j 14!C50.
~100!
To solve this equation, first we need to isolate the singularity
at the horizon. The wave function at the horizon behaves as
C;(12r 0
4/r 4) ik. It is therefore convenient to define
C5AS 12 r 04r 4D
ik








2 is the Hawking temperature. Then Eq.
~100! becomes
r 2S 12 r 04r 4D f 91r F52~122ik! r 0
4

















The function f has a regular limit asr 0→0 ~as expected,
since we have already isolated the singularity in the wave
function!. Neglecting higher-order corrections, we setr 0
50 in Eq. ~102!. The result is@cf. Eq. ~64!#
r 2f 915r f 81
R4v2
r 2
f 2 j ~ j 14! f 50 ~103!





(1) S R2vr D . ~104!
In the larger limit, we have
C'2 iA
2 j 12~ j 11!!
R2 j 14v j 12
r j . ~105!
Comparing with the asymptotic form~22!, we obtain
A5 i
v2 j 14R2 j 14
4 j 12~ j 11!! ~ j 12!!
. ~106!
The absorption coefficient is
P58pkr 04uAu2u f ~r 0!u2. ~107!
Using the approximation~70!, after some algebra we find
that for frequencies large compared to the temperature, the
absorption coefficient~107! becomes
SCALAR ABSORPTION BY SPINNING D3-BRANES PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 024029
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P' 8pk
„~ j 11!! ~ j 12!! …2
3
uG~ j /215/412ik!G~ j /217/412ik!u2
uG~114ik!u2 S vr 02 D
2 j 14
~108!
in line with the results we obtained in the extremal cases
@e.g., Eq.~72!#, but athalf the Hawking temperature.
If we are allowed to speculate, we would like to note that
this is reminiscent of the case where there are two modes at
temperaturesT1 and T2, and the Hawking temperature is
given by 2/TH51/T111/T2 @18#. If T2→`, then T1
5TH/2. Thus, when we go off extremality, it seems that the
number of degrees of freedom doubles with the extra degrees
living in a very hot bath. Of course, all this needs to be taken
with a grain of salt, since away from extremality supersym-
metry is broken and there is no guarantee that the supergrav-
ity analysis is in any way dual to the superconformal field
theory on D-branes. Still, it is intriguing that similar results
are obtained for both non-extremal and extremal supergrav-
ity backgrounds.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We discussed the absorption of scalar fields by a distribu-
tion of D3-branes in the extremal limit. These distributions
are obtained as limiting cases of spinning branes which are
solutions of the full non-linear supergravity field equations
@9–12#. In the extremal limit, the branes are no longer spin-
ning, but they settle into a state which is distinct from the
AdS limit and is characterized by angular momentum quan-
tum numbersl i ( i 51,2,3). The AdS limit is obtained when
these quantum numbers approach zero. This set of super-
gravity solutions is dual to the Coulomb branch of theN
54 four-dimensionalSU(N) super Yang Mills theory,
which is a superconformal field theory. We solved the wave
equation for scalar fields in the respective supergravity back-
grounds and computed the absorption coefficient in each
case. We found that the absorption coefficients exhibited a
universal behavior as functions of the angular momentum
quantum number of the partial wave and the Hawking tem-
perature. This functional dependence is of the same form as
the gray-body factors associated with black-hole scattering
@18#.
We also discussed the problematic case of a spherically
symmetric distribution of D-branes@19#. This is an example
of the more general case where the D-branes are distributed
on a surface that divides the transverse space, defined by
coordinatesyi ( i 51, . . . ,6) @Eq. ~1!# into two distinct re-
gions. This occurs when all three quantum numbersl i ( i
51,2,3) are non-vanishing@10#. The wave can then bounce
off of the D-branes an infinite number of times and when this
happens, one obtains a resonance. We obtained these reso-
nances for both a spherically symmetric and a ‘‘long-
needle’’ distribution of branes. They present a puzzle as one
approaches the AdS limit. However, if one uses the
Schwarzschild-like coordinates~4! instead, which only cover
the region outside the D-brane shell, thereby excluding the
inner region from physical considerations, we showed that
one obtains the same form for the absorption coefficients as
in the rest of the cases. It seems that the Schwarzschild-like
coordinates~4! are more appropriate physically than the
yi ( i 51, . . . ,6) coordinates.
Finally, we went off extremality and solved the wave
equation in the background of a brane with a finite event
horizon. Here, too, we obtained the same form for the ab-
sorption coefficients, albeit athalf the Hawking temperature.
We speculated that off extremality, new degrees of freedom
enter which must live in a hot bath. Of course, since super-
symmetry is broken, there is no guarantee that a duality ex-
ists between supergravity and superconformal field theory on
D3-branes. Yet, it is intriguing that similar results are ob-
tained in both the extremal and the non-extremal cases, albeit
with a twist.
It would be interesting to extend this analysis to more
general supergravity backgrounds. This is important for a
better understanding of the maximally supersymmetric AdS
limit and its thermodynamic properties. It will shed more
light on the interesting issue of the AdS conformal field
theory correspondence.
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